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The energy-saving results for the newly-adjusted smartboards (see newsletter January 2020) 
are in, and they are significant. Just by changing the ‚auto launch’ and ‚auto switch-off’ fac-
tory settings, we will now save 4993 kWh, or approx. EUR 1,000.00 (EUR 973.64) per year. 
Please note that we achieved this simply by optimising the settings for these electronic de-
vices, and that their use is neither limited nor restricted. It goes to show: small changes can 
have a big impact. We don’t work out the CO2-savings figure, as all public buildings, including 
the Julius-Stursberg-Gymnasium (Julius-Stursberg High School), are powered by renewable 
energy. For exact calculations, please see section “Aktuelle Projecte” (“Current Projects”) on 
our home page www.pop-movement.de. 
 
February’s highlight is, without a shadow of a doubt, our trip to the Klimahaus (“climate 
house”) in Bremerhaven (https://www.klimahaus-bremerhaven.de/). Thanks to the civic 
trust’s Bürgerstiftung Neukirchen-Vluyn (https://buergerstiftung-neukirchen-vluyn.de) and 
the City of Neukirchen-Vluyn’s initiative’s Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung (“Education 
for Sustainable Development”, https://www.klimaschutz-nv.de) financial support, we were 
able to make this happen. The climate house is a multi-award-winning place of learning and 
engages with causes and consequences of climate change, both in foreign regions and right 
outside your front door. The interactive experience is tangible and educational. You’ll not 
only experience all of Earth’s different climate zones, but are also able to live track the im-
pact of individual, economic and political decisions on a giant model globe in the World Fu-
ture Lab. 
 
In March we get a visit from Jacques Wienicke, a member of the team organising the heart-
felt-festival. Jacques, a former student of our school, together with his companions, is plan-
ning an environmentally friendly open air music festival. He shares his concept with us and 
offers us the opportunity to be present at the festival with our own stall in order to raise 
climate change awareness amongst the music fans. We are pleased with this opportunity 
and are already thinking about if and how we can make the special measurements taken by 
the people responsible for organising this festival tangible to the festival visitors. 
 
The installation of the photovoltaic system on the school roof is making great progress. By 
the end of March the school itself will be a producer of green energy with the help of the 
760 fitted modules. The peak output of 212 kWp (kilowatt peak) is impressive. We are cer-
tain: without the engagement of the POP Movement combined with the continual commit-
ment of the school’s head teacher Frau Dr. Marten-Cleef throughout the school renovation 
works, the implementation and launch of the system would not have happened as quickly. 
 
Mr. Rademacher from ENNI Solar Ltd., the company who will operate the photovoltaic 
equipment, announces he will visit us at one of our weekly meetings in March, in order to 
share further information with regards to the system, prior to the planned official launch 
celebration. We have not yet been contacted by their parent company ENNI Ltd with regards 
to the previously announced energy competition for schools. 
 
We will definitely apply to the non-profit company’s CO2online-GmbH ‚Energiesparmeister-
Wettbewerb’ („Master of Energy Savings competition“) – see newsletter January 2020). The 
competition, which is supported by the Federal Environment Ministry of Germany, is aimed 
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at school groups and their work. An ‚award is meant to honour outstanding engagement 
within climate protection in schools’ (https://www.energiesparmeister.de/ueber-uns/).  
 
Further to this, Mr. Forsthövel meets with Herr Zachrau, who is, amongst other things, re-
sponsible for sustainability queries for company Ornua (Kerry Gold). Both prepare for the 
upcoming factory tour of the POP Movement team next month. Transporting cream from 
Ireland to Germany and then turning it into butter and other dairy products, does not sound 
very sustainable! But I am sure with further background information, which Mr. Zachrau is 
already providing us, we will be able to take a more detailed look at the sustainability aspect 
next month. In only a few weeks’ time, we will have the chance to examine the company’s 
sustainability efforts carefully and critically. 
 
Receiving some money from one of the members of the City of Neukirchen-Vluyn’s civic 
trust, which had been pledged at our presentation at their AGM back in November (see 
newsletter November 2019), is a great end to the month of March. Thank you very much! 


